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Python Network Programming: Conquer all your networking challenges with the powerful Python languagePackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Power up your network applications with Python programming

	
		Key Features

		
			Master Python skills to develop powerful network applications
	
			Grasp the fundamentals and functionalities of SDN
	
			Design multi-threaded, event-driven architectures for echo and chat...
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Practical React Native: Build Two Full Projects and One Full Game using React NativeApress, 2018

	Discover how to use React Native in the real world, from scratch. This book shows you what React Native has to offer, where it came from, and where it’s going. 
	


	
		You'll begin with a solid foundation of practical knowledge, and then build on it immediately by constructing three different apps. You'll...
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Java RMIO'Reilly, 2001
With Java RMI, you'll learn tips and tricks for making your RMI code excel. This book provides strategies for working with serialization, threading, the RMI registry, sockets and socket factories, activation, dynamic class downloading, HTTP tunneling, distributed garbage collection, JNDI, and CORBA. In short, a treasure trove of valuable RMI...
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Hip Sonography: Diagnosis and Management of Infant Hip DysplasiaSpringer, 2006


	Orthopaedic surgeons, paediatricians and radiologists

	all deal with the problem of dislocation

	and dysplasia of the infant hip. If dysplasia

	and displacement of the infant hip are described

	together under the heading “Disorders of Hip

	Maturation” then together they constitute the

	commonest disease of the...
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TCP/IP Sockets in C: Practical Guide for Programmers (The Practical Guides Series)Morgan Kaufmann, 2000
TCP/IP Sockets in C: Practical Guide for Programmers is a quick and affordable way to gain the knowledge and skills you need to develop sophisticated and powerful networked-based programs using sockets.  Written by two experienced networking instructors, this book provides a series of examples that demonstrate basic sockets techniques...
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Learning Flash Media Server 3O'Reilly, 2008
 If you're interested in recording and streaming media using Flash Media Server 3 (FMS3) and Adobe's Real-Time Messaging Protocol, this unique 267-page PDF-only book is the perfect primer. It is not a reference, but a systematic guide to developing FMS3 applications using ActionScript 3.0, with chapters that focus on specific...
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Web Security & Commerce (O'Reilly Nutshell)O'Reilly, 1997
Attacks on government Web sites, break-ins at Internet service providers, electronic credit card fraud, invasion of
personal privacy by merchants as well as hackers - is this what the World Wide Web is really all about?

Web Security & Commerce cuts through the hype and the front page stories. It tells you what the real risks...
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Getting Started with WebRTCPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you have basic HTML and JavaScript, you're well on the way to adding real time, peer-to-peer communication to your web applications using WebRTC. This book shows you how through a totally practical, structured course.


	Overview

	
		Set up video calls easily with a low bandwidth audio only option using...
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Single Page Web Applications: JavaScript end-to-endManning Publications, 2013

	
		
			Summary

		
			In Single Page Web Applications you'll learn to build modern browser-based apps that take advantage of stronger client platforms and more predictable bandwidth. You'll learn the SPA design approach, and then start exploring new techniques like structured JavaScript and responsive...
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Practical Node.js: Building Real-World Scalable Web AppsApress, 2014

	Practical Node.js is your step-by-step guide to learning how to build a wide range of scalable real-world web applications using a professional development toolkit. Node.js is an innovative and highly efficient platform for creating web services. But Node.js doesn't live in a vacuum! In a modern web development, many different...
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Linux Socket Programming by ExampleQue, 2000
Linux Socket Programming by Example begins with a very basic introduction to the fundamentals of socket level programming. As the chapters progress, you are introduced to related concepts, such as forming network addresses, Ipv6, the TCP/IP protocol suite and options, writing servers, and creating secure applications. You will also learn about...
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MEAN BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Build six optimum end-to-end web applications using the M.E.A.N stack
	
		Follow the advanced Angular.js 2 application structure to build more scalable and maintainable apps
	
		Integrate an authorization system into your application and reuse existing code from projects

...
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